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AACA Contacts 1999
President: Kerry Navin

Tel: (02) 6282 9415; Fax: (02) 6282 9416

Vice President: Tessa Corkill

TeVFax: (02) 9652 1470

Secretary: Trish Saunders

TeVFax: (02) 6288 6273

Treasurer: Peter Kuskie

TeVFax: (02) 6260 4439; kuskie@macrae.com.au

NSW Delegate: h

Tel: (02) 9569 9672; Fax (02) 9550 0261

e Bickford

SA Delegate: Di Smith

Tel: (08) 8270 2329 (H); Fax: (08) 8226 8999 (W);
dismith@camtech.net .au

WA Delegate: Steve Corsini

Tel: (08) 9293 7071; Fax (08) 9293 7072

Newsletter Editor: Vivienne Wood

TeVFax (08) 8271 8549; vwood@camtech.net.au
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Contributions:
Any contributions to the Newsletter are welcome
and should be submitted either on floppy disk or by email.
Forward to:
Vivienne Wood
21 Liston Street
PARKSIDE SA 5063
Ph./fax: (08) 8271 8549
Email: vwood@camtech.net.au
You can also contact any other member of the Committee regarding
contributions to the Newsletter, or send them to:
The Newsletter Editor
Box 214 Holme Building
University of Sydney NSW 2006.

Please forward contributions for the next Newsletter by 31 August 1999.

This Newsletter is dedicated to the memory of Naomi Diron, a Kaurna woman who was tragicnlly killed
recently. Nmmi had an avid interest in Indigenous cultural heritage and worked on many consultancies
over a period of eight or more years Her enthusiasm, wonrlerful sense of humour and compassion were
but some of her attributes. She will be sadly missed

Point Pearce Mission: huts and wurleys in 1868 (Source: Archibald, L.S. 1915 YorkeS.' Peninsula
AboriginaiMission Inc. Hussey & Gillingham, Printers and Publishers, Adelaide.
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NEW AACA LOGO
ADVERTISEMENTS IN AACA NEWSLETTER
FROM THE NSW CHAPTER COMMITTEE
BRECCIA
AACA INC. NSW CHAPTER OCCASIONAL TALKS

FORTHCOMING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES
FROiM THE SIEVE

Note from the Editor
Brmrrrrr. The winter issue is suffering from cold feet! We had only a small number
of contributions for this newsletter which is of course very disappointing. It is
wonderful that everyone has been so busy but the newsletter is only as good as the
contributions submitted. So, once again, we implore you to put the date of 31 August
1999 into your diary - its the deadline for the next newsletter issue! Lets hope it'll be
a bumper one. And winter cheer to you all. VW
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NEW AACA LOGO
Seven logos have been submitted for the proposed change. Thanks go to Di Smith
and Kelvin Officer. We offer all members a chance to vote on which logo of the
seven they think would best serve A K A or whether the current logo should be
retained. Alternatively, if people feel inclined to submit others please feel free. A
form is enclosed with the newsletter for members to vote.

OPTION 1
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OPTION

OPTION
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ADVERTISEMENTS IN AACA NEWSLETTER
AACA newsletter will accept paid advertisements from related specialists and
relevant organisations at the following rates: full page $250.00, half page $150.00,
less than half page $50.00 minimum. 50% discount for members.
FROM T H E NSW CHAPTER CORIiVIITTEE
Our monthly occasional meetings are an enjoyable part of our activities and a good way
to make contacts. To our delight students have started coming along; we hope this trend
will continue. The meetings are informal and the speakers as well as the audience seem
quite unafraid to voice their opinions and tell us of their esperiences, pleasant and
unpleasant.
The Committee has been trying to restart replar discussions with the NSW NPCVS and
this is now about to happen. We already have some broad topics to discuss, most urgently
a promised review of their draft Standards and Guidelines document and difficulties
embodied in the Integrated Development Assessment Process.
But if you have anything you want us to take up for discussion, please let us know. We
really do need to know your concerns/wonies/experiences and how they are affecting
your consulting work - or lack of work; we cannot just make a guess about what is urgent
or a big problem.

If you write to AACA, please mark the letter: Attention: Bickford/Corkill/Haglund.Or
send us an email (Relevant addresses: a bickford@peg.apc.org, jedgar@bigpond.com,
hag1und@ozemail.com.au).
Laila Haglund
Chuirperson

IAACAI
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BRECCIA
BY TFC
RUMOURS
Rumours keep reaching me that I have retired. I don't know where they originate
but, in similar vein to Mark Twain, who in 1897 heard rumours he was dead, I have to
say that they are an exaggeration. True, I haven't been doing much consulting work lately,
but this is mainly due to increasingly desperate attempts to complete my thesis.
Desperate because more and more silcrete sources keep appearing in the Sydney area and
I can't resist adding them to the database - after all, who else is going to keep up the good
work? Surprisingly, not everyone is interested in silcrete. Whether or not I will return to
full-time consulting is an unanswerable question at present. At any rate, my
self-proclaimed-already-retired (or so he, but not the evidence, asserts) friend John and I
will be handing over as keepers of the sticky labels to Membership Secretary Beth White
in the very near future. Beth, by the way, should have actually handed in her thesis by the
time this Newsletter appears, and champagne will be breaking out all over (or is this a
mixed quotation, if not metaphor?).
IDENTITY CRISIS
As many of you will know, in this part of the world there is an ongoing debate
about the archaeological identification of fine-grained siliceous rock such as chert, tuff
and indurated mudstone (if flakeable forms of this latter actually exist) (see for example,
Kuskie & Kamminga, A K A Newsletter No, 75). They are often hard to tell apart
without thin-sections or other petrological techniques, and all three of the above names
appear to have been used for the same materials by various archaeologists. Attempting to
sort out the problem has given me many hours of anguish and resulted in the acronym
IMTC, which covers all three of the above (just in case). However, in a recent discussion
with Affiliate Val Attenbrow, the name TORCH suggested itself, Val thought it might
shed some light on the affair (sorry). The reasoning went thus: It seems that most, if not
all, the indurated mudstone identified by archaeologists is either tuff or chert; therefore,
to cover both in a shortened name we need both initials plus something to equally favour
either (are you with me so far?); hence T or Ch. What do you think? Unfortunately, I
have a feeling it lacks the degree of solemnity that may be demanded by dedicated
nomenclaturists.
OCCASIONAL MEETINGS
The Sydney series continues. There have already been interesting talks by Helen
Brayshaw and Annie Bickford (on archaeology and the NSW Regional Forest
Agreements), Paul Gorecki (on the incredible problems that consultants working in
Queensland have to contend with) and Cos Coroneos (on Maritime archaeology, and how
many other things are involved than just shipwrecks).
RECALCITRANTS
Trawling through the membership list for the last time before we hand it on, I
notice that 34 members have not renewed their membership this year. Victoria has
the largest percentage of non-payers (4 of 6), followed by Queensland (4 of 7),
Tasmania (1 of 2), WA (9 of 19); NSW & ACT (15 of 59) and SA (only 2 of 10
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unpaid, good on you SA!). This is very depressing, but I'm sure most of you have just
been so busy it has slipped your mind. Anyway, you know who you are, and if you
want to keep reading this column and enjoying other benefits of membership, please
send money to the Treasurer now. You only have 'til the end of June before you will
be erased, annihilated or otherwise expunged. Please don't desert us, we need you!

AACA WEB SITE
http:Nwww.archaeology.usyd.edu..lu/AACAI/

Australian Association of Consulting Archaeologists
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AACA INC. NSW CHAPTER OCCASIONAL TALKS
Location: Benledi Room, Glebe Library, cnr Glebe Rd and Wigram Rd, Glebe.

Parking entrance off Wigram Rd.
Time: 6pm to Spm. There will be a $5 charge (students free) to help cover cost of
drinks, food and room hire.
June 28.

PROGRAM FOR 1999
Dominic Steele and Huw Barton - Contact on the Tank Stream.

July 26.

Richard Mackay - Changes to Heritage Act (ifgazetted) or
Quality Assurance.
Katharine Sale - Integrated Development Approval.

August 23.

Mary Casey - Sydney Conservatorium, the saga continues.
Jo McDonald - Best of Three on the Cumberland Plain?

September 27.

Denise Donlon - Prince of Wales Research - an update.
Siobhan Lavelle - Catch 22.

October 25.

Andrew Wilson - GPS and GIS in Archaeology - a practical
approach.

Please note that these are informal talks lasting about half an hour each with lots of
time for questions. While rigorous in content and argument they are not academic
conference papers. Changeshpdates are available on:

If you are interested in contributing to this series, please contact me by phone or
email.
Further info. ring John Edgar 02 9652 1470, jedgar@bigpond.com. Or write to
Occasional Meetings, AACA Inc., Box 2 14 Holme Building, University of Sydney,
2006.

NICOSLA: Workmen building a slurry lagoon in
Cyprus have discovered a Bronze Age tomb R111of
human skeletons, oPflcials said yesterday.
Two chambers of the Intact tomb contained 15
human skeletons as well as an array of ancient
pottery, necklaces, knives and bronze which gave
a valuable insight Into Me between 1400BC and
1600BC,a government archaeologist said.
"Such Ilnds are rare," saidMr George Flourenzos,
of the antiquities department. He said the tomb
was probably part of a previously unknown ancient
necropolis in the south-eastem Xylotymbou area
of Cyprus.

I
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FORTHCOMING SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES

LAST CALL FOR PAPERS
33rd CONFERENCE ON HISTORICAL AND
UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY

SHA Quibec 2000
The Society for Historical Archaeology and the Advisory Council on Underwater
Archaeology will hold their 33rd Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology
in QuCbec City, Canada, from January 4-9,2000 on the theme of ((Waterwaysand
Landscapes.
Application forms to submit either a session or a paper can be found on the SHA WEB
site (www.sha.org/meet20.htm),
or may be obtained directly from the Program
Coordinator at the following address:
SHA QuCbec 2000,225 Grande AllCe Est, QuCbec (Quebec), Canada G1R 5G5.
ALL submissions for sessions must be sent to the Program Coordinator and must be
accompanied by a pre-registration fee as well as an abstract. The deadline for all
submissions is June 1, 1999.
Further information is available at the SHA Quebec 2000 website
(www.sha.org/meet20.htrn)or from the following persons:
Reginald Auger, Program Coordinator, CELAT, UniversitC Laval, Quebec City (QuCbec),
Canada GlK 7P4. (Email: reginald.auger@celat.ulaval.ca; Fax: 4 18-656-5727; Phone:
418-656 2952).
The Terrestrial Program Chair, Marcel Moussette, may be reached at
ceIat@ceIat.ulaval.ca,whereas the Underwater Program Chair, Robert Grenier, may be
reached at robert_grenier@pch.gc.ca.
You may also obtain further information from William Moss, Conference Co-chair,
Design et Patrimoine, Ville de Quebec, C.P. 700 Haute-Ville, Quebec City
(Quebec), Canada G1R 4S9 (Email: wrnoss@riq.qc.ca; Fax: 4 18-691-7853; Phone: 4 1869 1-6869) or Pierre Beaudet, Conference Co-chair, Heritage Ressource Management,
Parks Canada, 3 Passage du Chien-&Or, Quebec City (Quebec), Canada G1R 4V7
(Email: pierre-beaudet@pch.gc.ca; Fax: 4 18-649-8225; Phone: 4 18-648-7723).
Registration information is available from Gilles Samson, Direction de QuCbec,
Ministere de la Culture et des Communications, 225 Grande Alike Est, Quebec City
(Quebec), Canada G1R 5G5.(Email: gilles.samson@mcc.gouv.qc.ca ;Fax:418643-90 14; Phone: 4 18-644-5780).
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THE NORTHERN HERITAGE NETWORK
is to host a:
CuItural Heritage Management Conference
at Southern Cross University
on the 1l th & 12th of November 1999 .
The theme of the Conference "Heritage Landscapes: Understanding Place &
Communities" has been chosen to focus attention on the notion of Landscape as Heritage.
The conference will explore the possibilities provided by the construct of landscape and
its use in the practice of heritage management, at both local and regional levels. Using
the broad theme of heritage landscapes, this conference seeks to highlight that cultural
heritage management is not about defining and conserving static points in time and space
but rather it is about managing the dynamic and multi-layered phenomena that are
cultural landscapes.
The conference will showcase innovative ideas and emerging concepts in cultural
landscape and heritage management research and will provide a forum where these
initiatives are presented to heritage practitioners and the wider community as functional
tools for the effective management of cultural heritage. Demonstrably recognisable
landscapes including built landscapes, indigenous landscapes, rural landscapes, natural
landscapes, created landscapes and private and public landscapes are to be the focus of
select case-studies chosen to highlight the way in which a wide cross-section of cultural
heritage can be most effectively, viewed, interpreted and managed using the construct of
landscape.
The conference aims to provide paper presentations and field workshop activities of
interest to a broad range of participants and encourages attendance from:
Archaeologists
,
Cultural geographers
Cultural landscape managers
Heritage advisors
Heritage and landscape architects
Heritage tourism practitioners
Historians
Indigenous cultural and community groups
Local and regional Arts andlor Cultural organisations.
Members of Chambers of Commerce and regional development organisations
Staff and Councillors from local governments
Parks & recreation Officers
Wider community groups including but not limited to historical societies,
heritage committees, community progress associations and museum trusts
To be put on the mailing list for fiuther information and for enquires regarding paper,
poster and field workshop presentations contact : MSMaria Cotter Ph: 02 6624 5227
Mobile: 0408 430 849 Fax: 02 662 1 2669 Email: mcotter@scu.edu.au
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LAST CALL FOR PAPERS
The 1999 ASHA annual conference will be held in Rencfigo Vicforiabetween
1-4 October 1999, including an all day tieldtrip. The venue will be the historic
Shamrock Hotel in Bendigo, the heart of Victoria's richest goldfield.
Papers are sought on all topics relevant to historical archaeolo~yin Australia
and New Zealand. There are no specific themes at this stage but papers and
discussion sessions will be grouped around like subjects. Possible sessions
could be on the practice of public archaeology, urban archaeology, industrial
archaeology (particularly mining) and artefact analysis.
More information regarding accommodation and location of venue will be included
in the next newsletter.
Offers for papers should be directed by 3 1 August to the conference organisers:
Dr Leah McKenzie
Heritage Victoria
22/80 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel: (03) 9655 9745
Fax: (03) 9655 9720
Email: leah.mckenzie@doi.vic.gov.au
Or
Fiona Weaver
Practical Archaeology Service
24 The Avenue
Belmont VIC 32 l 6

our primate ancestors
&ld.isevr +JSICP

LONDON: Whole populations of
creatures thought to be the early
ancestors of humans were wfped out
by giant volcanic eruptions, new geological evidence suggests.
The primate, known as Proconsul,
lived in a semi-arid habitat on the
shores of Lake Victoria in Kenya 18
million years ago.
The creature provides a critical link
between tree-living apes and later
man-like hominids which walked on
two legs and lived in open grasslands.
Life for Proconsul was not easy.
according to the geological record.
They made their homes near the
then-active volcano Kisingiri, which
was prone to repeated eruptions.
A new evaluation of the rock deposits in which Proconsul fossils have
been found presents a picture of
disaster and death. Eruptions from
Kisingiri produced pyroclastic flows -

killer clouds of burning hot ash and
magma - thought to have periodically
laid waste to Proconsul settlements,
burying their inhabitants.
Research leader Erick Bestland,
from Idaho State University, in the
US, belleve the abundant fossils in the
area represent "death assemblages".
The fossil-bearing terrain shows
evidence of volcanic deposits, according to scientists' reports in the

Journal o f the Geological Society.

These include dune formations,
layers of ashy and pebbly sandstone,
rocks and hollows caused by impacts.
The eruptions built a low-relief volcanic ash ring up to 40km across.
The report says: "Proconsul and
associated fauna and flora inhabited
a frequently disturbed landscape that
experienced repeated catastrophic
volcanic deposition in an overall semiarid seasonal climate."

-

-
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UNE ASIA CENTRE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
Where Worlds Collide: Faunal andfloral migrations and evolution in SE
Asia-A ustralasia
to be held at
The University ofNew England,
Armidule, Australia
29 November- I December, I999

FIRST CIRCULAR AND CALL FOR PAPERS
INVITATION:
The Organising Committee cordially invites you to join your colleagues at the
international conference Where Worlds Collide: Faunal and floral migrations and
evolution in SE Asia-Australasia, to be held at The University of New England from 29
November - 1 December, 1999. The conference will form a contribution to IGCP
Projects 4 11 and 42 1.
OBJECTIVES:
SE Asia is in many respects a unique natural laboratory for studying the effects of
geological and tectonic processes, and in particular continental terrane movements,
orogenesis and continental collisions, on migration and evolution of a wide variety of
animal, plant and insect groups. Waxing and waning physical (geological) and biological
(biogeographical) interactions between SE Asia and Australasia go back more than 500
million years and one of the main aims of this conference is to improve our
understanding of these relationships both temporally and spatially. Some tantalising
questions remaining to be answered include:
Why is Wallace's Line so well defined and what dictated its position?
Cretaceous placental mammals in Australasia: ancestors of some northern
hemisphere groups?
What role(s) did the continental "Arks" of India and Australia play in
determining distribution and evolution of organisms in the SE Asian region?
How have tectonics and terrane movements influenced migrations and
evolution in SE Asia-Australasia and the present-day biogeographic patterns
of the region?
What do we know about human dispersals, culture contacts and cultural
change in the region ?
This conference is designed to provide a forum for answering such questions and to
discuss the interaction between physical (geological and tectonic) processes, sea level
fluctuations, climate changes, and patterns of migration and evolution in the SE
Asian-Australasian region.
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THEMES:
The conference will be structured into themes. Some preliminary suggested themes are:
Palaeozoic/Mesozoic geology and biogeography.
Canozoic geology and biogeography.
Primate evolution and biogeography.
Hominoid migration and dispersal.
Plant evolution and dispersal in the region.
Wallace's Line.
Human dispersals, cultural contacts and change.
PAPERS AND POSTERS:
The organising Committee now calls for titles, abstracts and papers from intending
participants. Abstracts may be up to three A4 pages in length (illustrations and references
included) and will be required on disc or by e-mail plus hard copy by 1 July, 1999. These
will be published in an abstracts volume with an ISBN number. Posters are also
welcomed.
FIELD EXCURSION:
A one day excursion will be organised for 1 December to examine local New England
geology, fauna and flora. Details will be provided in the Second Circular.
PUBLICATIONS:
Selected refereed and accepted papers will be published as a book; negotiations are
proceeding with potential publishers. All other papers, following peer review and
acceptance, will be published in electronic form as a collection of UNEAC Papers on the
Intemet via the UNEAC Web Page and on a CD ROM.
REGISTRATION & ACCOMMODATION:
Registration fee for the Conference (including abstracts volume, and moming and
afternoon teas) will be A$200 (A$l5O if by 1 August, 1999) and A$75 for students.
Accommodation will be in student colleges (approximate cost for single room, shared
bathroom will be A$40) and in Motels in Armidale (approximate cost for a single room
with continental breakfast will be A$80). Details will be provided in the Second Circular.
ORGANISING COMMITTEE:
Convenor and Chairman:
AProf. Ian Metcalfe, Asia Centre, UNE
Other Members:
Prof. Kevin Hewison, Director, Asia Centre, UNE
Prof. Iain Davidson, Head, School of Human and Environmental Studies, UNE
Dr. Mike Morwood, Archaeology & Palaeoanthropology, UNE
AiProf. N. Prakash, Botany, UNE
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JCEYNOTE SPEAKERS:
Prof. Robert Hall, Royal Holloway, London University will present a keynote paper on
Canozoic plate tectonics and distribution of land and sea in SE Asia.
MS Penny van Oosterzee, author of the Eureka prize winning book "Where Worlds
Collide: The Wallace Line" will present an evening public lecture.
DATES TO REMEMBER:
I July, 1999: Deadline for submission of abstracts
1 August, 1999: Deadline for registration

29 November, 1999: Deadline for receipt of full papers
Pre-Regisfrafion jh:
International Conference
Where Worlds Collide: Fauna1 and floral migrations and evolution in SE Asia-Australasia
Please e-mail to: imetcalf@metz.une.edu.au
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
My attendance at the Conference is
Definite
Probable
Possible
I am interested in attending the excursion:
Yes
No
I plan to present a paperlposter entitled:
1 wish to suggest additional themes or organise a session on a related topic:
Please send all correspondence to:
NProf Jan Metcal fe
Convenor, Where Worlds Collide Conference
Asia Centre
University of New England
Armidale NSW 235 1
AUSTRALIA
Tel & Fax: 6 1-2-67733934
Email: imetcalf@metz.une.edu.au

Er3t-, tempJeT t pfound
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NEW DELHI: Archaeologists have excavated what they believe is the biggest shrine
a t Khajuraho, an ancient temple complex in
central India known for its erotic sculptures.
it was reported yesterday.
The base of the shrine is 34m long. Archaeologist S. K. Mishra reportedly said: "Going
by the architectural style in Khajuraho, this
temple should be 34 metres tall."
The temples, mostly made of sandstone,
were built by the Hindu Chandela kings
between the 9th and 12th centuries, and are
UNESCO world heritage sites.
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Preliminary Invitation to the
32nd International Symposium on

The International Symposium on Archaeometry meets at different host locations evcry
two years. This tive-day conference is attended by several hundred scholars in the fields
of archaeolo~y,anthropoloby, art history, conservation, museolo~y,~naterialsscience,
chemistry, biochemistry, physics, geology, etc., from all over the world.
In its broadest sense, archaeometry represents the interface between archaeolo~yand the
nat~~ral
and physical sciences. This interdisciplinary field involves close collaboration
between archaeologists, art historians, curators, conservators, and scientists who utilise
modern instrumental techniques to extract technological, cultural, and historical
information from objects and archaeological/historical contexts. Applications range from
archaeological tieldwork to conservation of museum objects and historic monuments,
including such topics as bone chemistry, technological and provenance studies,
prospection and geoarchaeology, advanced dating techniques, and art forgery.

The conference is directed by an International Standing Committee and organised by a
Local Organising Committee which extends invitations to a broad range of researchers.
Significant research papers will be selected for oral or poster presentation in English.
This will be the first Latin American venue for the Symposium, and the main host will be
the Institute of Anthropological Research of the National Autonomous University of
Mexico (UNAM) in collaboration with a number of other Mexican research centers and
academic institutions.
The theme session for this Symposium will discuss archaeometric research of remains
buried below modern urban settlements.
F t l \ w + ; 5 ~ n ?q5[77
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Ancient path iswhere Moses
led Exodus, says researcher
CAIRO:An Egyptian
archaeologist says he
h a s discovered an
ancient desert route
that Moses may have
t a k e n t o lead t h e
Jewish people out of
Pharaonic Egypt more
than 3500 years ago.
A series of dried-up
wells r e v e a l e d a n
ancient route of about
200km from the Nile
Delta near Cairo to the
west bank of the Gulf of
Suez, Professor Mahmud Abdel Razik said.
Professor Abdel Razik
said his team also found
"hieroglyphics engraved
on a rock that show expeditions to the Sinai
involving more than
4000 people at the time
of the 18th -dynasty

Sea, they reached the
Sinai. Although Professor Abdel Razik said
the hieroglyphics were,
found near the end of
the route at Ain AlSokhna, he would not
disclose the exact 10-,
catlon.
"We are continuing
our dig h the area of Ain
Al-Sokhna h the hope1
of finding other writings
which explain the aim of
t h e e x p e d i t i o n s of
Amenhotep I and
Amenhotep E,"he said.
Until now, historians
had spoken of three
ancient routes &om the
delta to the area west of
the Sinai, but they were
north of the route dtssaid:
covered by 'Professor
After crossing the Red Abdel Razik.

(1580-1314 BC), under
the reign of Amenhotep
I and Amenhotep 11".
Professor Abdel
Razlk, a Germantrained. archaeologist
heading a team from
Suez Canal University
at Ismalllya, sald usually
only 700 people went on
the ancient expeditions
to the Sinai desert to
work in the quarries.
The expedition's
"large number of people
suggests it was not tied
to the quarries but was
in fact the Exodus, because the rock is near
the Gulf of Suez, which
could be where Moses
had the Jewish people
cross the Red Sea," he
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PRELLMINARY APPLICATION FORM
(32nd International Symposium on Archaeometry)

If you wish to receive further announcements and information concerning the
symposium, please return this form via e-mail, rebwlar mail, fax, or f i l l
out the online registration form at our web site. The first call for papers
will be issued in May 1999.
First Name:
Last Name:
Institution/Employer:
Street Address:
C i ty1Town:
StateIProvince:
ZIPIPostal Code:
Country:
TelephoneIFax:
E-mail:

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Online registration:
http://www.archaeometry.unarn.mx
e-mail:
archaeom@servidor.unam.mx
Fax:
Country code52
City code5
Fax number: 622-965 1/665-2959

Mailing address:
Archaeometry 2000
lnstituto de Investigaciones Antropologicas, UNAM
Circuito Exterior sln, Ciudad Universitaria, Del. Coyoacan
Mexico City, D.F. 04510
MEXICO

Word for Word
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canoe%ePb
struggles on
A HISTORIC river red
gum at Currency Creek,
near Ooolwa, is clinging
t o life three months
after it was ringbarked
by vandals.
Aborigines took birk
from the 300-year-old
tree to make canoes.
Mr Dean Nlcolle, . an
associate lecturer in biology a t Flinders University, said yesterday it
was still too early to say
whether grafts from red
gums had been success-

ful.

~ t ' still
s G v e '&d it's
still got green leaves,
but that doesn't-mean a
lot," he said. .. : ::
Mr Nicolle said'six to
12 months might elapse
before it was ' known
whether the grafts had
worked.
CMsties Beach CIB L
still investigating the
vandalism attack.
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THE SOLID STATE PHYSICS IN THE STUDY OF THE CULTURAL
HERITAGE
OCTOBER 28-30, 1999, Thessaloniki, Greece
The 1st Balkan Conference on Physics in Culture will be organised by the Balkan
Institute on Solid State Physics, in Thessaloniki.
This Conference is the first of a series that the Institute will organise on different
subjects, either strongly related or simply in touch with the Solid State Physics. This
specific Conference will deal with the development, adaptation and application of solid
state physics methods for the study and treatment of cultural materials, giving a relatively
new extension in the use of the solid state physics methodology.
The purpose of the Conference is to promote the advancement of scientific research and
technology in this field and also to promote effective interaction of scientists of different
specialties in furthering the development of conservation theory and practice. The
Conference will explore, among others, the role of the physicist in the study of cultural
property and the importance of solid state physics methodology in the field of
conservation.
The Conference is addressed not only to Physicists but also to Chemists and Engineers,
as well as to Biologists, Geologists, Mathematicians, Material Scientists, Archaeologists,
Art Historians and all scientists dealing with related subjects. The Conference would also
be interesting for all scientists and technicians working on paintings, art on paper,
textiles, library materials, photographs, sculpture, decorative arts or on architectural,
archaeological and ethnographic materials.
The Conference will give all of them the opportunity to meet and discuss on new
techniques and materials and also recent discoveries in the field of study and
conversation of art and historic artefacts using solid state methods and techniques. So the
Conference program will be an interdisciplinary nature and will be designed to achieve
an adequate blend of academic study and practical work with cultural property.
This Conference may also act as continued professional training, due to rapid changes in
each specialty, practicing or opening new directions and producing new intersection
specialisation or scientific hybrid professions as collection care, environmental
monitoring and exhibits specialists.
Invited papers will highlight areas of major interest. Contributed papers, selected by the
International program Committee, will be presented in either oral or poster presentation
sessions and will be published in the proceedings.
Inquiries: Dr. E.K. Polychroniadis, Dept. Physics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
THESSALONIKI 54006 GREECE, Email: polycrh@ccfauth.gr
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The Australian Institute for Maritime Archaeology Inc (AIMA).
Annual International Conference
Pacific Rim Trade and Migration
18-21 September, 1999, Sydney, Australia

-

Held in conjunction with the NSW Heritage Ofice and the Australian National Maritime
Museum, the conference will be held at the world famous Australian National Maritime
Museum in Sydney's Darling Harbour.
The 1999 Conference theme is 'Pacific Rim - Trade and Migration'. Session topics will
cover:
maritime archaeology of the Pacific Rim and understanding human
interaction with the region
current focus of Pacific Rim archaeological research
potential developments of trans-Pacific research
new technologies to assist maritime archaeological research
Newport (Rhode Island) archaeologist Kathy Abbass, (Rhode Island Maritime
Archaeology Project), will be travelling almost directly from fieldwork on the site of the
wreck that she believes to be HMS Endeavour to present her most recent findings at the
conference. Also from the USA, Shelli Smith, Director of the Newport Maritime
Museum will be presenting a keynote address on Maritime Highways of the Pacific Gold
Rushes.
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
A Call for Abstracts is now announced. An abstract of no more than 150 words is
required from delegates proposing to present a paper in one of the listed sessions.
Abstracts should indicate the proposed session area, succinctly summarise the
presentation content, be in English, and be accompanied with the speakers name and
contact details. Abstracts should be sent directly to the AIMA Conference Organisers, c/Heritage Office, Locked Bag 5020, Parrarnatta NSW, Australia, 2 124; by email to
nutleyd@heritage.nsw.gov.au; or by Fax to +61 2 9891 4688.

A Conference Registration Form should be completed and submitted with the abstract.
This can be obtained electronically from the Heritage Office's website at
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au,under "What's New - events", or by contacting the
conference organisers at nutleyd@heritage.nsw.gov.au, or by phoning +61 2 9849 9574,
or faxing +61 2 9891 4688.
Deadline
Conference Registration Forms, Abstracts and fees should be received by the conference
organisers no later than Friday, 30 July, 1999. Please note that a 10% discount exists for
all tickets purchased prior to 30 July 1999. A hard copy of each paper should be received
by the conference organisers by 3 1 August, 1999.
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Australian Archaeological
Association Annual Conference

"Transformation"
December 9- 11 , 1999
M a n d u r a h G a t e s Resort
M a n d u r a h , Western Australia
The Centre for Archaeology at the University of Western Australia is
hosting this year's Australian Archaeological Association Annual
conference. The conference will be held at the Mandurah Gates Resort in
the seaside town of Mandurah, approximately 1 hour's drive south of
and we
Perth. The theme for this year's conference is "Tr~~~~fonnation",
hope it will stimulate sessions that address issues of change in the
archaeological record; transitions at local, regional or continent wide
scales; variations over short or long time periods in the past, or
transformation of archaeological theories or methods.
A call for submissions of sessions for the conference has been circulated,
and further information regarding conference accommodation, meals and
registration will be available on the AAA website, and sent out with the
Association's journal in June. We are currently negotiating with the two
major airlines to provide discounted airfares to conference delegates. We
look forward to seeing you there.
If you have any questions about the conference or wish to propose
conference symposia, please contact the conference organising
committee:
AAA Conference 99
c/o Centre for Archaeology
University of Western Australia
Nedlands WA 6907
FAX: +6108 9380 1023

Jane Balme ph 08 9380 3825 email: jbalme@cyllene.uwa.edu.au
Shane Burke ph 08 9380 3948 email: sburke@cyllene.uwa.edu.au
Genevieve Clune ph 08 9380 3948 email: gcluneQcy1lene.uwa.edu.au
Rodney Hanison ph 08 9380 3947 email: rharriso@cyllene.uwa.edu.au
Kathryn Przywolnik ph 08 9380 3947 email: kittyG3cyllene.uwa.edu.a~
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FROM THE SIEVE

About ten years ago, Simon Holdaway and I wrote a data entry program (Entrer Trois) to
help us do our dissertation studies on French Paleolithic stone tool assemblages. We
have both been using the program ever since (with little modification), it is available on
the Combe-Capelle CD that Harold Dibble and I published (University of Pennsylvania
Museum Press) a few years ago, and I have given it to anyone that wants a copy.
The reason I am writing this note, however, is that I have recently made the program
even easier to distribute by posting it on the web. You can view screen shots, look at
sample configuration files, and download the program along with sample configuration
files and a manual (WordPerfect format) at
http://dbl .bishopmuseum.org/sof~are/entrer.
htm

The program supports a number of different calipers and Ohaus scales. It writes the data
in ASCII format so that it can be imported easily into any database or spreadsheet. It
uses configuration files that let the user specify what variables to record. And it still runs
in DOS. I have thought about moving it over to Windows, but it is just so fast and
efficient in DOS that I haven't been too motivated to do a rewrite. Besides, these days you
can equip a lab or go into the field with a fleet of old DOSIWindows 3.1 laptops or PCs
for not much money (or even for fiee). I have also made it run (with calipers attached)
on an HP-200 handheld computer (works on two AA batteries)!
Anyway, please feel fiee to download Entrer Trois (and the other two programs on my
site). I hope it can be of use.
Sincerely,
Shannon McPherron
Associate Anthropologist
Anthropology Department, Bishop Museurn,1525 Bernice Street, Honolulu, HI
96817
808-847-8262,808-848-4132 fa^)
For downloadable reprints and programs http:// l28.I7l.l28.l78/shamon
The Standing Committee for the International Symposium on Archaeometry has
established a home page, to be maintained by the ATAM Program at the University of
Illinois. The address is:
http://www.uiuc.edu/unit/ATAMconlf/home.html

Please note also the recent additions to "Training in Archaeometry," a link from both this
page and ATAM's home page.
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ARCHPUB MAILING LIST
Anrrouricemerit list and discussiorz group for nrcltneological publications.

To SUBSCRIBE, send the message:
subscribe ARCHPUB
to: rnajordomo@mail.sew.com
Wlmt is rl R C W U B arid what nre tlie limits ofdiscussiorr?

ARCHPUB is a moderated announcement list 1 discussion group aiming to provide a
platform for the announcement and review of archaeological publications (ic rcccntly
published or forthcoming books, journals, etc.). ARCHPUB is mainly an announcement
list with weekly 1 to 4 postings sent to the members by the list owner. These are
collected from over 50 discussion groups and web sites. List members may contribute
with their book announcements or reviews of particular titles. The list is open to
professionals, students, and others with an interest in archaeology and aims to facilitate
scholarly information exchange between its members. For the present, no archiving is
available for the messages.
Web Site

ARCHPUB has a web page under Archaeology on the Net site at:
http://www.serve.com/archaeology/archpub/index.htm 1
This information file and other details about the list may be found at
this address.
For further questions e-mail:

Chinese mummy
1900 years
old
4qw

archaeology-www@serve.com

&&5u

?,S1

BEIJING:An ancient tact and retained their

I Grant for maritime trail I

l

1

THE Federal Government has awarded a
grant for the development of a maritime heritage trail on South Australia's West
Coast.
The Environment and Heritage Minister, --Senator Hill. announced the grant to the West
Coast Shipwrecks Interpretive Trail.
It was SA's only grant among $408,000 dis- .
tributed nationally under the Government's
historic shipwrecks program.
The national program covers more than 6000
dating back hund~efsof years.
L - I ; ~PT
-X
~r

$21,000

mummy dubbed the
"handsome Yingpan
man" has been found
in China's r e m o t e
north-west province of
Xinjiang, it was reported yesterday.
Archaeologists from
the Xinjiang Archaeological Institute found
the mummified body
when they opened a coffin in a graveyard dating
back 1900 years, the
Xinhua news agency
said.
T h e mummy had
thick brown hair, a
shrunken face and body,
and gray and brown
skin. But its beard, eyebrows and eyelashes
were clearly discernible
and its clothes were in-

bright color, Xinhua
said.
The mummified man.
believed to have lived
during the Eastern Han
Dynasty (25-220 AD),
was 1.8m tall and might
have died a t about 25
years of age.
His comn which had
colorful paintings on the
outside was discovered
together with more than
150 ancient tombs near
Lop Nur in the Xinjiang
Uighur Autonomous
Region.
The mummy is believed to be significant
for the study of economic and cultural exchanges between China
and Western countries
in ancient times.
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The 500-year-old
children of Mt
Llullaillaco
b\w\i-r

lc'
p,K'

By WlLLlAM LOWTHER

in Washington
THE mummified bodies of three c m -

dren - sacrificed t o the gods 500 years
ago have been found in almost perfect
condition near the top of an icy volcano
in t h e Andes mountains.
They are said to be the best-preserved
Inca mummies ever found and their discovery, on Mt Llullaillaco, is being hailed
as one of the most important archaeological
flnds of the decade.
Buried alive by the Incas probably to
appease the rumbling volcano the two
girls and a boy, aged between eight and 14,
are so well preserved they look as if they
might have died in the past few days.
The hairs are still bristling on their &S,
and there is blood in their hearts and lungs.
"They are in an unprecedented state of
preservation," Dr Johan Reinhard, coleader of the American-Argentine-Peruvian
team which discovered the children, said.
"You can see the expression on the face
of one of them."
Along with the children, buried in a tomb
atop Argentina's Mt Llullaillaco - at 6700m,
the world's highest archaeological site is
a cache of pristine artefacts.
The mummies were on a burial platform
under about 1.5m of rock and earth.

-

- -

-

G It's as if someone died a
few weeks ago and was

frozen 9

Word for Word

!,

Surrounding them were 35 gold, sllver and
shell statues, half of them clothed, bundles
of ornate textiles, Inca pottery, some still
containing food, and even moccasins.
"One of the girls has a beautiful yellow
geometrically designed cover laid over her
outer mantle," Dr Reinhard said.
The body of the other girl is damaged on
the left side because at some point it was
struck by lightning. Scans show all the
children's internal organs are intact.
No cause of death is evident, although
they probably froze within mlnutes of the
burial. . .
'The arkhaeoldgists - endured liokmth
winds and blizzards to unearth the
mummies on Llullaillaco, near the Chilean
border. It h& been known for years the
Incas made human sacriaces on the volcano.
Dr Reinhard, of the' Mountain Institute
in West Virginia; said: "It's asif someone
died a few weeks ago and was Rozen."
He said the find would allow scientists to
study the Inca diet and even determine
whether the mummies were related.
The flnd was made last month, but announced in Washington only yesterday by
the National Geographic Society.
The Inca empire once spread from
Colombia to central Chile. Their last emperor, Atahualpa, was garrotted by Spanish
conquistadors in 1533.
"

Make

By SAMELA HARRIS

THE man they call Indiana

bones
about
this
Jones

Jones is taking over the South
Australian Museum.
Dr Tim Flannery, who was
named as the new director ofthe
museum yesterday, is more than
a scientist - h e is known as the
last of the explorer discoverers.
T h e ABC Science S h o w
presenter, Robin Williams, first
dubbed him Australia's
"Indiana Jones" - a title which
mystifies Dr Flannery.
"I have never seen an Indiana
Jones movie," he said yesterday.
"My wife and I do not have a
television set, just books and
music."
The Premier, Mr Olsen, described Dr Flannery's appointment as "a coup for South Australia".
"Dr Flannery has been described by Sir David Attenborough as in the league of the
all-time great explorers like Dr
David Livingston, thanks largely
to his exploration of the wilds of
New Guinea and its mountain
people,". he said.
Dr Flannery, 44, has discovered fossil dinosaur sites on
the southern coast of his home
State, Victoria, and in 1985 was
part of a group that discovered
the first cretaceous mammal

fossils found in Australia. He has
explored the remote, uncharted
.regions of Papua New Guinea
and in 1983 discovered assorted
new mammalian species and
subspecies, including two new
species of tree kangaroo.
He also has written a number
of significant books, most
famously The Future Eaters
which he subsequently presented as an award-winning documentary series aired on ABCTV in 1998 and 1999.
This popular work examined
the evolution of plants, animals
and human societies in Australasia and the challenge to conserve biological heritage while
adapting to new roles.
Mr Olsen said Dr Flannery's
appointment was part of the
Government's strategy of developing world-class cultural institutions.
Dr Flannery, however, believes Adelaide's museum
already is a world-class cultural
institution and he says he is
extremely excited to be taking
over its reins. ..
"This is a perfect opportunity," he said. "The museum
has many scientific strenahs. It
is a fabdous city. The museum
is positioned well. There is much
you can do here."

Dr Flannery said he had visited the museum regularly over
the years to take advantage of
its evolutionary biology unit, its
peerless Aboriginal collection
and its Oceania ethnic holdings.
He is not worried that the
museum is about to close for 11
months for renovations and the
building of the Aboriginal Cultures Gallery.
"There is a benefit that the
front of house is closed for the
time being because I can concentrate on things behind the
scenes, the nitty gritty museum
t h i n g s t h a t n e e d t o be
prioritised and structured," he
said.
Dr Flannery, who is a principal
research scientist and Department Head at the Australian
Bluseum in Sydney and is Chair
ofAustralian Studies at Harvard
University in the United States,
W take up his new position in
September.
He replaces Dr Christopher
Anderson, an anthropologist
who left the museum six months
ago to take up a role of international community liaison with
Normandy hlining.
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Roman London
LONDON:She had been in
her early 20s, j u s t . under
150cm tall, and was a member of one of the most prosperous families in Britain.
Yesterday, 1700 years after
she was so carefully laid to rest
in the grandest Roman tradition, the woman's remains
were exposed to the public
gaze of thousands of strangers.
Curious Londoners lined up
to see the newly discovered
coffin of the wealthy Roman
woman which had lain undisturbed under the British capital through most of its history.

Experts found the elaborately decorated lead cofin in
a limestone sarcophagus while
excavating in Spitalfields in
East London, which was just
outside the city's Roman wall
in the 4th century AD.
Museum of London archaeologists found a female skeleton, well-preserved ancient
leaves, fragments of a goldthread textile and a glass phial.
They now will make a painstaking search of the coffin t o
find out everything they can
about the woman who is likely
to have been the wife or daughter of a powerful Roman.

Child's play in
GAMES played by
Aboriginal children
1000 years ago are included in a new book
o n t h e Dreamtime
published by Queensl a n d - University of
Technology.
Author Dr Ken
Edwards said about 700
games had been researched for the book
Choopadoo, Games
from the Dreamtime.
Choopadoo was the

first book to chronicle
the sports, games and
children's play Aborigines and Tomes Strait
Islanders engaged in
over thousands of years,
he said.
"There is very little
left of the traditional
games, even in isolated
areas where some deg r e e of t r a d i t i o n a l
lifestyles m a y still
exist," Dr Edwards said.
He said games were
the first activity t o stop

when a society -fabed
threat because the
people then concentrated on survival.
Dr Edwards said the
games
included
Buroijin, similar t o
t o u c h football a n d
played with a kangaroo
skin ball stufl'ed with
grass.
not her, M i l l i m
Baeyeetch, is also a
football-type game
using a possum skin ball
and thought by some to
be an early forerunner of
Australian Rules football.
Dr Edwards said
Aborigines also played
word games, problem
solving and play acting.
The book will be part
of a traditional games
national kit t o be produced by the Australian
Sports Commission and
d i s t r i b u t e d t o all
schools.

"She is a young woman,
possibly in her early 20s, who
came from a very wealthy family in Roman London," museum spokesman Jennifer
Jones said yesterday.
"She would have enjoyed
high social status."
Chief museum archaeologist
Taryn Nixon said: "It is all
incredibly rare.
"Only two other sarcophagi
with lead cofIins have ever
been found in London, the last
in 1877. For the first time in
over a century we have not just
a ray but a shaft of light into
late Roman London."

Th? 1.5m coffin is covered
with raised impressions of a
scallop shell and crosshatched with a rope motif. The
body had its right arm folded
across che chest, indicating she
might have been a Christian.
The site was a Roman cemetery and 21 other graves have
been unearthed, with such offerings as pots, food and, in one
case, a pair of hobnail boots.
Caesar conquered Britain in
43 AD and it remained a remote outpost of the Roman
Empire until the 5th century,
when the Roman armies withdrew.

WASHINGTON: A few fragments of bone and stone discovered in a n African desert may
hold a clue t o man's evolution.
They show that, 2.5 million years
ago, ape-like creatures had developed the ability to use tools to
butcher animals.
Scientists say the fossils are
among the most important h d s of
recent times as the creature may
have'been a missing link between
apes and humans..
University of CaliforniaBerkeley's Dr Tim White, a co-

its fossil remains of pre-humans.
known as hominids. One set 'of bones belonged to a
1.2m tall figure with long legs and
a human walk but long apelike
forearms.
.The .other lay some distance
away. Its skull revealed it had a
'small brain, a third the size of a
modem human, and large teeth.
Although the finds' of the skeletons and the tools may be
unrelated, scientists suspect they
are linked to a new species,
Australopithecus garhi.
-.. . .
.

leader of one team, said: "It's a
major breakthrough.. . It tells us
about a new species previously
unknown to science, as well as the
early acquisition of meat and marrow eating among our human an-"
cestors."
The stone tools and.remains of
two skeletons were discovered
along with chipped and broken
animal bones in a desert region of
Ethiopia, a part of 'Africa thought
to be the cradle of mankind.
The area, a two-day drive north-.
east of Addis Ababa, is known for
.

Child's tomb throws
hlsto
in doubt
Y-q*~
,

k7)#~

ROME:An ex avation near
e's city hall has
turned up the 2800-year-oldtomb of a child - more
evidence that Capitolhe Hill was inhabited before
the legendary founding of Rome.
Archaeologists yesterday showed the remains of
a child - a skull, pelvic and thigh bones - who was
aged about four or five years when he died, and
was buried just outside the simple homes of the
villages atop one of Rome's seven ancient hills.
Buried with-the child were ceramic vases. The
handles were broken so, under ancient ritual, no
one could use them after the death of a loved one.
.. According to legend, Romulus founded Rome in
754BC or 753BC.Experts believe that Rome was
actually settled some time before those dates.

'

m

They say the fossils show the
squat ape creature would have
stooped over the carcass of an
antelope.
Having wrenched a leg from the
~nimal'sbody, he would have used
the sharpened stone to sliceoff the
meat. He then smashed the bones
and used the stone as a spoon to
scrape out the marrow.
Until now, most anthropologists
believed the immediate ancestor of
the first humans was Australopithecus africanus - a small,
upright-walking creature which

roamed southern Africa two to
three million years ago.
But the researchers from the US,
Ethiopia and Japan reported in the
journal Science yesterday that the
new tind could be the precursor to
the human race.
Although the creature's big teeth
and projecting face resemble older
ape species, its limbs are halfway
between chimp-like creatures and
early humans.
The flrst human appeared about
1.7 million years ago.

- Oally Mall Plc
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Deportment of the Environment and Heritage

Cultural Heritage Projects Program
Our records indicate that you have previously expressed interest in the
National Estate Grants Program. From 1July 1999 this program will be
subsumed by a new program, the Cultural Heritage Projects Program

(CHPP).
For the purposes of the CHPP, the minimum condition for project funding is
that the place concerned should be on the Register of.the National Estate or its
Interim List, or on a State or Territory Government heritage register. Priority
will be given to those applications that best demonstrate national heritage
significance.
The CHPP has a total funding cap of $3.6 million for 1999/2000, including
some funding for private owners of heritage listed places to undertake
eligible conservation works.
If you would like an application form for CHPP please complete the enclosed
card, affix a postage stamp and return the card by 4 June 1999. As soon as the
application form is finalised it will be forwarded to you. The application will
provide detailed information about the program and how to seek further
assistance if required.
Yours sincerely

Alison Archer
Acting Assistant Secretary
Australian Heritage and Education Branch

\3 May 1999

-

GPO Box 787 Canberra ACT 2601 Telephone 0 2 6274 1111 Facsimile 02 6274 l123
.
-.
.. -
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Deportment of the Environment and Herltage

Cultural Heritage Projects Program
Heritage Assistance and Projects Section
Australian and World Heritage Group
Department of the Environment and Heritage
PO Box 787
CANBERRA ACT 2601

Department

fhe tnvlmnmtnt and Httfbgr

If you require an application form for this Program, complete the details
below, affixpostage stamp, and return the card to the address shown over.

Organisation ..............................................................................

Postal Address

...........................................................................

Suburb/Town

................................................Postcode .................
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Row erupts

Khoisan
call for return
of old bones
BOBBY JORDAN

THOUSANDS of human
skeletons stored at universities and museums
around South Africa a r e
at the centre of a bitter
row between traditional
leaders demanding the
bones be laid to rest and
academics who want
them for research.
The row erupted this
week at the prestigious
'world Archaeology Congress at the University of
Cape Town. The event
was attended by nearly
1000 delegates from
more than 70 countries,
including representatives
of the Khoisan, a collection of tribes scattered
throughout
Southern
Africa.
Most of the country's
skeleton stockpile are
Khoisan ancestors who
deserve a proper burial,
traditional leaders told a
symposium on indigenous rights.
They also called for the
return of Khoisan skeletons swopped for the
remains of other indigenous peoples and kept at
foreign institutions.
'When the remains of
an indigenous person are
excavated it's called a
scientific breakthrough.
When a white man is dug
u p it's called graverobbing - a crime punishable by law," said Basil
Coetzee. spokesman for
the Cape Cultural Heritage Development Council, a body representing
the Khoi Khoi, the early
inhabitants of the Cape.
many of whom were
wiped out by colonists.

"It seems strange that
sacredness is based on
the colour of one's skin."
Coetzee said.
Khoi chief Joseph Little
said remains needed to
be reburied.
"Recordings can go on,
but once remains have
been authenticated then
they should let us inter
them," Little said.
But academics said remains were vital to scientific research and should
be kept to benefit all
South Africans.
"Obviously this is a sensitive issue, but there's no
one who can claim 2 500
skeletons -they a r e part
of a national heritage,"
said Associate Professor
Alan Morris of UCT's
anatomy department.
"Blanket claims on the
basis of ethnicity don't
really make sense. They
may end up damaging the
Khoisan more than the
scientists," Morris said.
He said scientists had
catalogued 2 500 skeletal
remains at 32 institutions,
which were controlled by
the Anatomy Act.
"In my opinion that's
too many repositories of
human remains."
Professor
Beverley
Kramer, the head of the
University of Witwatersrand's department of
anatomical sciences, said
its collection was treated
with respect. "They most
certainly aren't left just
lying around."
She said handing s k e l e
tons over to traditional
leaders would hinder
research. "One can look
at a skeleton, but perhaps
in 10 years time one might
want to look at it from a
different perspective."

